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Abstract—A Doherty amplifier assisted by a supply modulator
is presented using 2.14 GHz GaN HEMT saturated power
amplifier (PA). A novel envelope shaping method is applied for
high power-added efficiency (PAE) over a broad output power
range. Experimental comparison with the Doherty and saturated
PAs with the supply modulator is carried out. For the 8 dB
crest factor WCDMA 1FA signal, the Doherty PA supported
by the modulator presents the improved PAE over the broad
output power region compared to the standalone Doherty PA. In
addition, it achieves better PAE than the saturated PA with the
supply modulator due to the lower crest factor envelope signal
applied to the Doherty PA. At the maximum average output
power, back-off by 8 dB from the peak power, the Doherty
amplifier employing bias adaptation shows the PAE of 50.9%,
while the comparable saturated PA with supply modulator and
standalone saturated Doherty amplifier and saturated PA provide
the PAEs of 42.3%, 49.7%, and 35.0%, respectively.
Index Terms—Bias adaptation, Doherty amplifier, envelope

tracking, saturated power amplifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

High efficiency is an important design issue for power
amplifiers (PAs), reducing the system size, lowing cost, and
improving reliability. It is challenging to maintain a high
efficiency during operation over the wide instantaneous dy-
namic range of the signal required for modern wireless com-
munication signals such as WCDMA and LTE, or over the
broad average power range for both mobile and base-station
applications, while meeting the stringent linearity requirement
of the systems [1], [2]. Recently, to provide a high efficiency
at the back-off region, the Doherty PA and envelope track-
ing (ET)/envelope elimination and restoration (EER) transmit-
ter become the most popular architectures. Doherty amplifier
shows a good efficiency at the back-off power level, but
the high efficiency is restrained around the 6 dB back-off
region [3]. In ET/EER architecture, efficiency drop of the
PA at a low supply voltage and inefficient operation of the
supply modulator for the high crest factor signal limit the high
efficiency operation for the wide instantaneous power range or
broad average power level [4], [5].

In our early work on the Doherty ET transmitter [4],
we have demonstrated the high efficiency capability of the
transmitter for the mobile application. However, since the
signal used in the work has a large crest factor of 10.75 dB,
the efficiency degradation caused by the peaking PA is not
considered. For the signal with a crest factor of more than
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the saturated Doherty amplifier with supply
modulator.

10 dB, above 98 percentage RF power of the Doherty PA is
generated by the carrier PA even at the maximum average
output power. Moreover, although the envelope signal shap-
ing method in [4], depicted in Fig. 5, prevents the serious
nonlinearity generated by the operation below or near the
knee region, it does not consider the gain degradation problem
caused by the low supply voltage, which is directly related to
a drop of the PAE. In this paper, the Doherty ET transmitter
is implemented and optimized for the base-station application.
To verify the highly efficient operation of the transmitter when
the peaking PA affects the overall efficiency of the Doherty
PA, the moderate crest factor signal of 8 dB is used. Moreover,
the novel envelope shaping function is adopted to improve
the linearity as well as the PAE. Finally, we experimentally
demonstrate better efficiency of the ET Doherty PA than that
of conventional ET/EER transmitter.

II. DESIGN OF DOHERTY AMPLIFIER WITH SUPPLY
MODULATION

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of Doherty amplifier with
supply modulator. As an unit cell PA of the Doherty structure,
saturated amplifiers are employed to provide higher efficiency
over a broad output power level compared to the general
Doherty PA. Highly efficient operation of the saturated PA
is carried out by nonlinear output capacitor, generating a
large amount of harmonic voltage, especially second harmonic
component [6]. Thus, it delivers the high efficiency comparable
to the conventional high efficiency PA, such as Class-F−1,
without any special harmonic control circuitry. For a fixed-
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supply voltage of 30 V, the implemented saturated PA achieves
the power-added efficiency (PAE) of 78.5% at the Psat of
40.5 dBm with the gain of 16.2 dB at 2.14 GHz. The Doherty
amplifier consisting of the saturated PAs delivers the maximum
output power of 43 dBm with the PAE of 70%, while the PAE
at the 6 dB back-off power is 58%, as depicted in Fig. 4(a).
Due to the loss of the Doherty combiner and low gate bias of
the peaking cell, the maximum efficiency and output power
are slightly degraded with respect to the saturated PA.

Fig. 2(a) shows the ideal efficiencies of the Doherty, car-
rier, and peaking amplifiers and the power generation dis-
tributions (PGDs) of the carrier and peaking PAs for the
8 dB WCDMA 1FA signal at the maximum average output
power [5]. For the modulation signal, the efficiency of the
Doherty amplifier is expressed by

η =
∫
pdf (vin) · [PRF,c (vin) + PRF,p (vin)] dvin∫
pdf (vin) · [PDC,c (vin) + PDC,p (vin)] dvin

=
PRF,c + PRF,p

PDC,c + PDC,p

=
PRF,c (1 + α)
PDC,c (1 + β)

= ηc × γ (1)

where

α =
PRF,p

PRF,c

, β =
PDC,p

PDC,c

, and γ =
1 + α

1 + β
.

PRF , PDC , PRF , and PDC are instantaneous and average
RF and DC powers, respectively, and ηc is the efficiency of
the carrier PA. PGD means the multiplication of the power
and pdf of the modulation signal. Since integration of the
PGD represents the average power for the modulation signal,
most of RF and DC powers of Doherty PA are generated by
the carrier PA at the maximum average output power region,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). In particular, for a 8 dB crest factor
WCDMA 1FA signal, 90 percentage RF power of the Doherty
PA is produced by the carrier PA. Moreover, below 6 dB back-
off level, only the carrier PA generates the power. Thus, α and
β are 0, and γ is 1. It presents that the carrier PA assisted by
the supply modulator is more effective than the peaking PA or
both PAs assisted by the architecture because overall efficiency
of the Doherty amplifier is mainly determined by the carrier
amplifier for the operation under the modulation signals with
a large crest factor.

Fig. 3(a) represents the ideal case efficiencies of the stan-
dalone Doherty PA, ET Doherty amplifier, and conventional
EER transmitter employing the Class-B PA for a CW signal.
In spite of the fact that the Class-B amplifier delivers the
maximum efficiency for the whole power level, the Doherty
amplifier shows a slightly degraded efficiency after the half
of the input voltage because only the carrier PA is supported
by the supply modulator. However, in real environment, the
overall efficiency of the ET Doherty transmitter is better than
that of the conventional EER for the WCDMA 1FA signal
with the crest factor of 8 dB, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). For the
load modulation characteristic of the Doherty amplifier, the
output fundamental voltage of the carrier amplifier maintains
the maximum voltage of VDD when the peaking amplifier is

     














































          































Fig. 2. (a) Efficiencies of the Doherty, carrier, and peaking amplifiers
and PGDs of the carrier and peaking amplifiers for the 8 dB WCDMA
1FA signal at the maximum average output power. (b) Fundamental
and DC power ratios of the carrier to peaking amplifiers and the
efficiency degradation factor for the 8 dB WCDMA 1FA signal
according to the average output power back-off level.

turned on. Thus, the crest factor of the envelope signal applied
to the Doherty amplifier can be reduced by 6 dB because
only the carrier amplifier below the 6 dB back-off region is
supported by the supply modulator. It results in a significant
improvement of the supply modulator efficiency. Compared
to the efficiency of the supply modulator delivering to the
Class-B amplifier, over the broad output power range, more
than 15% of the efficiency is enhanced at the same average
output power level, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The efficiencies of
the supply modulators for the ET Doherty and conventional
EER is refered to [4]. Above investigation shows the ET
Doherty amplifier consisting of the saturated PA is the suitable
transmitter architecture for the highly efficient operation across
a broad power range.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Doherty PA consisting of the saturated PA for each
unit cell is implemented at 2.14 GHz using Cree GaN HEMT
CGH40010s. It shows a very high PAE for a 8 dB crest factor
WCDMA 1FA signal. At the maximum average output power
level, back-off by 8 dB from the peak power, the PAE of 49.7%
is obtained. For modulating the supply voltage of the carrier
PA, a hybrid switching amplifier consisting of a parallel linear
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Fig. 3. (a) Efficiencies of the standalone Doherty, the ET Doherty
PA, and conventional EER transmitter employing Class-B PA with
the ideal supply modulator for a CW signal. (b) Estimated efficiencies
of the ET Doherty and conventional EER transmitters under the ideal
and real supply modulators for the WCDMA 1FA signal.

stage and an efficient switcher stage is implemented [5]. A
buck converter is employed as a switch stage, which efficiently
provides most of the current required for the amplifier. In
the linear stage, an OP amplifier and class AB output buffer
linearly amplify the envelope voltage signal applied to the
saturated carrier cell.

The supply voltage of the saturated carrier cell is swept
from 9 V to 30 V, and that of the saturated amplifier is also
similarly modulated, as shown in Fig. 4. Due to the 2Ropt

operation of the carrier cell at a low power region, the PAE
trajectory of Doherty PA is higher than that of the saturated
PA at this region. However, as the efficiency of the peaking
amplifier is low when the peaking PA starts to be turned
on, the PAE is slightly degraded at the high power region,
as depicted in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) shows the measured gain
of the implemented saturated Doherty amplifier with various
supply voltage. By modulating the supply voltage of the carrier
amplifier, serious gain degradation appears due to the operation
in the small gm-region. It results in a significant reduction
of the PAE. To prevent the gain degradation and nonlinear
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Fig. 4. (a) Measured PAEs of the implemented Doherty and saturated
amplifiers with various supply voltage. (b) Measured gain of the
implemented Doherty amplifier with various supply voltage.

characteristics from operation at the low supply voltage region
and below knee voltage, the novel envelope shaping method
shown in Fig. 5 is employed. In the case of the carrier PA, for
the average output power back-off level from 0 to 6 dB, the
applied envelope signal is the same as the shaping function
#1 [4]. Below the 6 dB back-off level, the offset voltage
Voffset and the maximum value are enlarged, following #2
shaping, to avoid the severe gain reduction, resulting in the
good PAE.

For the 8 dB crest factor WCDMA 1FA signal, the designed
saturated ET Doherty amplifier provides a PAE of 50.9%
at the maximum average output power, while those of the
standalone saturated PA, saturated Doherty PA, and ET trans-
mitter employing the saturated PA are 35%, 49.7%, and 42.3%,
respectively, at the same average output power back-off level,
and the results are summarized in Table. I. For a broad range
of the average output power level, the PAE of the ET Doherty
transmitter is better than those of other PAs, as depicted in
Fig. 6(a). For the ET transmitter with the saturated PA, the
envelope signal applied to the PA is shaped by the shaping
function #2, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6(b) shows the measured
ACLRs of the implemented PAs. These results clearly show
that the polar transmitter with the saturated Doherty amplifier
is the most promising architecture for the highly efficient PA
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AT MAXIMUM AVERAGE OUTPUT

POWER BACKOFF LEVEL

Sat. PA Sat. PA + ET Doherty Doherty + ET

PAE [%] 35.0 42.3 49.7 50.9
ACLR [dBc] –37.2 –27.0 –24.5 –26.5













 

 

 






























Fig. 5. Transfer function of the novel envelope shaping method for
the carrier PA and the standalone saturated PA.

with acceptable linearity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An optimized ET operation of the Doherty amplifier con-
sisting of the saturated PA is demonstrated using a 8 dB
crest factor WCDMA 1FA signal. Compared to the general
Doherty PA, the saturated Doherty PA delivers better PAE over
a broad output power level. By only modulating the supply
voltage of the carrier cell, the crest factor of the envelope
signal applied to the cell is reduced by 6 dB compared to the
conventional EER transmitter because of the load modulation
behavior of the carrier PA. It results in better efficiencies
of the supply modulator and transmitter. The novel envelope
shaping method reduces the gain degradation caused by the
low supply voltage, and provides the good PAE. The saturated
PA and Doherty amplifier are implemented using Cree GaN
HEMT CGH40010s. The experimental results clearly shows
that the Doherty amplifier with the supply modulation tech-
nique delivers better PAE over the whole average output power
back-off level with acceptable linearity. Especially, at the
maximum average output power back-off level, the Doherty
ET transmitter has the PAE of 50.9%, while those of the
standalone saturated PA, saturated Doherty PA, and saturated
PA ET transmitter are 35%, 49.7%, and 42.3%, respectively,
at the same average output power back-off.
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Fig. 6. Measured performance of the standalone Doherty and
saturated PAs, ET Doherty PA, and saturated ET PA for WCDMA
1FA signal. (a) PAE. (b) ACLR at an offset frequency of 5 MHz.
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